VACCINATIONS: QUELL....OR SPARK PANDEMIC?

* Did you know that the first vaccine ever, smallpox vaccine 150 years ago, sparked a smallpox pandemic which killed hundreds of thousands? Likewise, did you know that the famous Spanish flu which killed over 20 million people worldwide, was sparked by an American vaccination program and that the only countries unaffected were those that opted OUT of the vaccination program?? Hmmm?  [www.whale.to/vaccine/sf.html](http://www.whale.to/vaccine/sf.html)

* Did you know that criminal charges are being filed in multiple countries as well as with the FBI against the WHO / UN for conspiring to decimate the human population with a reverse engineered virus concoction to be delivered via a global mass mandatory vaccination program in the fall of 2009?  [http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4724.shtml](http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4724.shtml)

* Did you know that all vaccine suppliers have legal immunity from any damage caused by their poison laden vaccines? [ww.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=14453](http://ww.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=14453)

Get Informed.
It is Literally a Matter of Life and Death

Read: FLUscam.com

* Did you know that the world’s governments including the US have signed over their sovereignty to this same World Health Organisation in a time of ‘crisis’? And are you aware that the US fully intends to militarily enforce the proposed lethal injection to be mandated this fall? Be sure to catch this controversial video titled “This Means WAR”.  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVm_99bjl3k](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVm_99bjl3k)

* Did you know that there are hundreds of people around the world already involved in “Operation Fax to Stop the Vax”? We are faxing/emailing law enforcement, military, churches, health dept’s, senators, mayors, schools, et al in a desperate attempt to stop what will be the ‘Greatest act of Genocide the Earth has ever Seen’. We need all hands on deck to blitz the nation by mid September!! To stop this, Google “Stop the Vax” or go directly to:  [www.OperationFaxtoStoptheVax.com](http://www.OperationFaxtoStoptheVax.com)

We CANNOT let them get away with this! Love the children and stand up in their defense. If we don’t now, we will never have another opportunity

Yes, it is that serious.

Peace to all Mankind.

P.S.  Consider dropping off copies of this flyer to wake up your town!

Copy and use this resolution too: